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Instantly expand the capacity for your Mac

Military - grade shockproof protection

Maximizing the shockproof and waterproof specifications of
Armor Series, the Armor A65M is specifically designed for Mac
users with all-inclusive safety shields fighting against various
threats that may occur during daily operations. Furthermore,
the Armor A65M enables easy plug-and-play use for it is
already formatted in HFS+ and supports Time Machine®.

Compliant with the MIL-STD-810G 516.6 Procedure IV (transit
drop test), the Armor A65M is armed with a strong three-layer
exterior protection, sturdy rubber casing and an internal
suspension system to enable complete protection against
crushes or accidental drops. Moreover, the unibody structure
reduces fracture points to effectively prevent the drive from
breaking apart and further assure higher durability and
reliability.
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IP67 Waterproof & Dustproof

Cable-carry design & LED indicator

The Armor A65M, with its innovative cup-shaped design, is
waterproof and dustproof. It is also the industry's first
IP67-rated portable hard drive which can completely prevent
dust penetration and survive water immersion at depths of
up to 1 meter for up to 30 minutes.

The Armor A65M applies the cable-carry design, by which the
cable can be fixed on the back of the drive. The intelligent
design can greatly reduce the size of the drive and make it
easier for users to carry around. The Armor A65M is also
equipped with a built-in LED indicator to let you know the
operating status.

Features

Specifications

•Easy plug-and-play use for Mac, already being formatted
in HFS+ and supporting Time Machine®

•Dimensions : 143.4 x 86.7 x 20.7 mm

•Compliant with the U.S. military drop-test standards
MIL-STD 810G Method 516.6 Procedure IV (transit drop
test), a freefall test (122cm) on 26 contact points

•Capacity：500GB、1TB、2TB

•Industry’s-first to meet IP67 dustproof/waterproof
standards
•Advanced internal hard drive suspension system
•Delicate cable-carry design

•Weight : 242~277g (by capacity)
•Material：Rubber/ Plastic
•Color：Grey
•Interface：USB 3.0 / USB 2.0 compatible
•Data transfer rates：Max. 5 Gbps (USB 3.0 Mode);
Max. 480 Mbps (USB 2.0 Mode)

•SuperSpeed USB 3.0 interface

•Power supply：DC5V (Power supplied through USB)

•Intelligent LED indicator

•Supported operating systems：Mac OS 10.5 or later

•SP Widget for Mac free software download, providing
back-up and security functions

•Operating temperature：5°C ~ 55°C
•Storage temperature：-40°C ~ 70°C
•Warranty：3 years
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